CAMWorks Sync Manager
Synchronized Machining Made Easy!
Synchronized Simultaneous Machining can be easily
controlled using the new CAMWorks Sync manager.
Multiple programs, or a single program with multiple
channels, can be generated to reduce cycle times and
increase productivity.

codes quickly and
easily.
Timing
codes can be
generated in a
variety of formats
and their position
and increment are
in full control of
the user.






Multi-Tasking, Mill/Turn Support CAMWorks Sync
Manager includes full support for complex
multi-tasking and mill/turn machines including 4 axis
dual turret, dual spindle lathes as well as multi axis
mill/turn machines with upper milling heads, lower
turrets, and sub-spindles.

Drag and Drop Ease-of-Use State of the art
drop-and-drag technology makes it easy to move tools
and operations from one turret to another and using
the CAMWorks Sync Manager, the tool station number,
cut direction, and toolpaths are all updated
automatically!
Full Timing Code Support Provides the ability to
format, add, remove, and change the timing or sync







Reduce Shop Floor
Setup
Time
With
CAMWorks
Sync
Manager, dry-runs for
program validations are
eliminated and set-up
time is dramatically
reduced. Once the
program has been simulated, it is ready to run on the
machine with confidence.
Interactive Time View provides the user with the
ability to clearly determine how much cycle time can
be saved using synchronized operations and provides
the ability to optimize the use of synchronized
machining to reduce machining time and increase
part quality.
Optional True G-code Machine Simulation Once
you’ve created your synchronized machining
operations using the CAMWorks Sync Manager, use
CAMWorks Virtual Machine to provide true G-code
machine simulation directly from the G-code used to
run the CNC machine. CAMWorks new Virtual Machine
provides full support to process multiple
programs/channels simultaneously to provide
accurate machine simulation with collision detection.
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